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Optics in Gamma-Ray and Cosmic-Ray Telescopes

MAGIC (Parabola)
http://magic.mppmu.mpg.de/

H.E.S.S. I (Davies–Cotton)
© H.E.S.S. Collaboration

STACEE (Heliostats)
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~stacee/

Pierre Auger Observatory (Schmidt)
http://www.auger.org/

JEM EUSO
http://jemeuso.riken.jp/

H.E.S.S. II  Winston Cones
http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/

http://magic.mppmu.mpg.de
http://magic.mppmu.mpg.de
http://t.co/XQDY6d26
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switches. Instead, springs stop the actuator at the
ends of its range, and the control system detects
the missing Hall counts and shuts off the actuator
motor.

5.4. Tests of the mirror alignment system

The actuators and control systems were tested
extensively. Tests of the control electronics showed
that no miscounts of Hall signals occur, implying
that the (iterative) positioning of actuators can be
performed with a precision of one Hall count, or
about 3 lm [32]. In tests where the reflected spot of
a mirror was monitored by a CCD camera, a rms
positioning accuracy of the mirror of 0.0086 mrad
was achieved consistently (Fig. 18); this value is
only slightly larger than the expected optimum of
0.0075 mrad, based on the finite step size of the
actuator, and is absolutely minute compared to the
mirror spot size.

6. Effective reflector area

An essential performance characteristic of the
telescope and input for simulations is the effective
reflector area. It is governed by the following
factors [19]:

• the number of mirror facets on a telescope is
380 (the dish can hold 382; two mirrors are
omitted to provide space for the optical guide
telescope),

• in particular the outer mirror facets are inclined
(by up to 13!) with respect to the plane of inci-
dent light, reducing the effective reflector area
by 1.1% in comparison to 380 times the facet
area,

• the camera arms and their bracing struts sha-
dow about 5–6% of the incident light, and

• some of the bracing struts in addition shadow
reflected light, causing an additional 5–6% re-
duction in light yield.

Fig. 19 shows the results of a ray-tracing sim-
ulation illustrating which parts of the reflector are
shadowed. The exact fraction of light lost depends
somewhat on the angle of incidence relative to the
optical axis, and also on the azimuth, and varies
between 10% on-axis and about 12% at the edge of
the field of view (see Fig. 20). The resulting effec-
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Fig. 18. Deviation between initial and final mirror pointing for
test cycles, where first actuator 1 was moved over 6 mm, then
actuator 2 over 6 mm, followed by moving actuator 1 over )6
mm and actuator 2 over )6 mm, bringing the mirror back to its
starting point. The rms deviation is 0.0086 mrad.

Fig. 19. Impact points on the reflector of those photons inci-
dent parallel to the optical axis, which reach the camera after
reflection on the mirror. The straight shadow lines are caused
by shadowing of incident light by the camera support structure;
the two slightly curved shadows correspond to light obscured
on the way from the reflector to the camera. The shadows of the
diagonal bracing rods are not visible at this resolution.

126 K. Bernl€oohr et al. / Astroparticle Physics 20 (2003) 111–128

Ray-Tracing Simulations

Many ray-tracing programs already exist
Geant4 Optical Process … a bit complicated for C++ beginners, limited geometry

Zemax … wide range of functionality, but a commercial license and Windows only
sim_telarray … excellent for full MC of Cherenkov telescopes (also used in CTA), but less flexible than others

In addition, many PhD students developed their own “home-brew” software
3

Geant4 Optical Process for Auger
Abraham et al. (2010)

sim_telarray for H.E.S.S. I
Bernlöhr et al. (2010)

Zemax for a CTA Winston cone
Hénault et al. (2013)
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Quite easy mathematics for your students!
However, developing reliable and useful software is a tough work...

Please do NOT ask them to write a new simulator from scratch!

Geometrical optics



ROot-BAsed Simulator for ray Tracing (ROBAST)

I wrote yet another home-brew library, 
ROBAST, myself

Utilizes the ROOT geometry library for 
photon tracking and geometry 
construction

Useful geometry types for CR telescopes
Aspherical lens/mirror

Winston cone

Non-sequential ray-tracing technique 

Open-source C++ project

C++/ROOT/Python

OpenGL view

Direct analysis in ROOT

~20 users in CTA, and several in other 
experimentshttp://sourceforge.net/projects/robast/
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ROot-BAsed Simulator for ray Tracing (ROBAST)
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Search “ROBAST”

Click!

Ignore!!! Always annoying.



The First Complex ROBAST Application

ROBAST was initially developed by A.O. 
for the Ashra project in 2007

Released as an open-source project for 
CTA simulations in 2010

Can build complex telescope geometry 
with ROOT and ROBAST classes

Segmented mirrors
Aspherical lenses
Telescope frames

Four optics types
Mirror
Lens
Focal surface
Obscuration
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Figure 2: Shown here are the spots generated on the ideal focal plane of the SST-GATE telescope. Each panel is a 1.3 cm⇥ 1.3 cm area on
the focal plane centred on the spot COM generated for a given field angle (✓). The colour scale illustrates the photon number and the box
(solid black line) illustrates the expected camera pixel size (6 mm⇥ 6 mm). The circle (solid red line) shows the derived encircled PSF (see
Section 3.1) which is defined as the radius within which 80% of the photons lie.

than the pixel size for most of the FOV and remains below
the pixel limit up to its edge. As expected the ensquared
method returns a better PSF performance, owing to the
di↵erent definitions in both methods. In conclusion, all
the derived PSF values are in very good agreement with
one another.
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Figure 3: Shown here are the independently simulated PSF’s derived
as a function of field angle for the SST-GATE telescope. All of the
PSFs were calculated for a point source at an altitude of 10 km. The
sim telarray (black dashed line solid circles), ROBAST (blue solid
line solid circles) and Zemax (green dash dot line solid circle) derived
PSFs were calculated using the encircled method. The sim telarray
(black dashed line open squares) and the ROBAST (blue dashed
line open squares) derived PSFs were calculated using the ensquared
method. Both of the ROBAST derived PSF’s include additional (to
the secondary mirror) shadowing e↵ects due to the presence of the
secondary mirror support masts, the camera support trusses and the
camera housing. The left axis shows the PSF in units of degrees and
the right in units of arc minutes. The stepping radius (or half-length)
has been plotted as the error bar for each point on this plot, but they
are too small to be visible.

3.2. E↵ective area and shadowing analysis

The e↵ective area for the SST-GATE telescope was cal-
culated using A

e↵ective

= N

focused

N

simulated

⇥A
scattering

where N
is the number of photons and A the area. The scat-
tering area depends on the method of ray-tracing used.
For the parallel rays method the ray-traced photons were
distributed over a square grid area of single side length
2.2⇥ R

primary

where R
primary

is the radius of the primary
mirror, thus A

scattering

= (2.2⇥ R
primary

)2. For the ran-
dom cone method the scattering area is defined by the
cone thus A

scattering

= ⇡R2

primary

cos ✓
field

.
Using the definitions outlined above, Figure 4 illus-

trates the derived e↵ective area for a single SST-GATE
telescope. The black-filled circles show the e↵ective area
of the SST-GATE optical system which includes only the
primary mirror, the secondary mirror and the ideal fo-
cal plane for a point source at infinity (i.e. parallel ray
method). The blue-filled downward triangles show the
e↵ective area derived for a point source at infinity with
structural components (masts, trusses and camera) added
to the computational model. The e↵ective area with shad-
owing components for a point source at 10 km and 5 km is
shown by the green-filled upward triangles and the red-
filled squares respectively. For an on axis observation,
adding these structural components to the computational
model results in a decrease in the e↵ective area from
⇠ 9.2 m2 to ⇠ 8.1 m2. Thus with the key shadowing com-
ponents included in the computational model, the SST-
GATE e↵ective area is expected to be A

e↵ective

⇡ 8.1 m2

for on-axis observations decreasing to A
e↵ective

⇡ 7.3 m2

toward the FOV edge. Varying the source distance changes
the e↵ective area by less than 2%.

One major advantage of using ROBAST to conduct
the SST-GATE optical performance simulations, is that
it is possible to keep a record of all the light rays that
are stopped by single or multiple telescope components
included in the 3D computational model. Using the par-
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Cross-Check with Zemax and sim_telarray

Performed cross-check simulations with 
other programs (Zemax, sim_telarray, and 
some others) for several optical systems

Consistent results have verified the ROBAST 
calculation 
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Okumura et al. (2015)
submitted to Astropart. Phys.

Rulten et al. (2015)
to be submitted to Astropart. Phys.



The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA)

The next-generation very-high-energy
gamma-ray observatory



Diverse Optics Designs in CTA

Large-Sized Telescope
Segmented Parabola

Medium-Sized Telescope
Davies–Cotton

SC–MST
Schwarzschild–Couder

Gamma-ray Cherenkov Telescope (2M-SST)
Schwarzschild–Couder
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1M-SST
Davies–Cotton

ASTRI (2M-SST)
Schwarzschild–Couder



ROBAST Applications in CTA
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ROBAST is currently used in three of the six telescope designs for PSF simulations, tolerance analysis, 
shadowing evaluation

Exchanged simulation code and experience among the sub projects, enabling us to save time and human 
power as well as to improve the simulation quality

Large-Sized Telescope
Segmented Parabola

SC–MST
Schwarzschild–Couder

Gamma-ray Cherenkov Telescope (2M-SST)
Schwarzschild–Couder



Large-Sized Telescope (LST)

Consists of 198 spherical segmented mirrors to form a large parabola (23-m diameter, 28-m focal length)

In addition to the comatic aberration, small structure made by segmented mirrors can be seen

Similar simulations for Davies–Cotton telescopes can be easily performed as well

12

NB: Misalignment of the segmented mirrors or any deviation 
in the mirror shapes have not been taken into account.

θ = 1.0°

Simulation by K. Noda (MPI Physics)



Schwarzschild–Couder Medium-Sized Telescope (SC-MST)

Proposed as an extension of Davies–Cotton MST array

Aspherical primary (9.7 m) and secondary (5.4 m) mirrors with 72 facets

Non-sequential ray tracing is indispensable to simulate shadowing and vignetting by the telescope masts 
and trusses
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NB: Misalignment of the segmented mirrors or any deviation 
in the mirror shapes have not been taken into account.

θ = 1.0°



Gamma Cherenkov Telescope (One of Small-Sized Telescope Designs)

Aspherical primary (4 m) and secondary (2 m) mirrors with less numbers of segmented mirrors and telescope 
masts and trusses

Small structures and shadows made by segmented mirrors and telescope masts are visible

Verifying that the complex telescope geometries were successfully built and simulated by ROBAST
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NB: Misalignment of the segmented mirrors or any deviation 
in the mirror shapes have not been taken into account.

θ = 1.0°

Simulation by C. Rulten (Minnesota)
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tively. The ! ðhcross < h < 1:5" hmaxÞ values are 8.13% and 6.48%,
respectively. Therefore, using a cubic Bézier curve, we can achieve
a 2.2% higher collection efficiency for signal photons, and an 20.3%
lower efficiency for stray background light.

A more realistic case in which R and n are assumed to be 0.9 and
1.5 is shown in Figs. 7(c) and (d). The optimized quadratic and cubic
Bézier cones again outperform the normal Winston cone, exhibiting
higher collection efficiencies for signal photons and lower efficien-
cies for stray light. The values of ! ðh < hmaxÞ; ! ðhmax < h < 1:5"

hmaxÞ; ! ðh < hcrossÞ, and ! ðhcross < h < 1:5" hmaxÞ for the realistic
case are presented in Table 3. When q1 ¼ 20 mm, ! ðh < hcrossÞ for
the Winston and optimized cubic Bézier cones are 77.6% and
79.7%, respectively, and ! ðhcross < h < 1:5" hmaxÞ are 7.42% and
5.71%, respectively. Therefore, we can gain a 2.7% higher collection
efficiency for signal photons and a 23.1% lower efficiency for the
background in this case.

Fig. 8 shows ! ðh < hcrossÞ vs. hcross, and ! ðhcross < h < 1:5" hmaxÞ
vs. hcross for the ideal (R ¼ 1:0 and n ¼ 1:0) and realistic (R ¼ 0:9
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Fig. 7. (a) Incident angle dependency of the collection efficiencies of hexagonal light collectors (q1 ¼ 20 mm and q1 ¼ 30 mm, and q2 ¼ 10 mm). Solid lines are the collection
efficiencies of hexagonal Winston cones without any optimization. Filled and open circles represent optimized quadratic and cubic Bézier cones, respectively. Values of hmax

and hcross for the q1 ¼ 20 mm case are marked with dot-dashed lines. (b) Same as (a), but the vertical axis is angularly weighted by sin h. (c) Same as (a), but R and n are 0:9 and
1:5, respectively. The efficiency decreases for on-axis photons due to multiple reflections on the inner surfaces of the light collectors. (d) Same as (b), but R and n are 0:9 and
1:5, respectively.

22 A. Okumura / Astroparticle Physics 38 (2012) 18–24Simulation of a Hexagonal Light Concentrator

ROBAST is currently used for the development of the LST light concentrators

Non-sequential ray-tracing functionality and dedicated geometry classes for Winston cones and Bézier-curve cones 
make the simulation very easy

Please also see my poster (Poster 3 GA, Tue & Wed)
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Okumura (2012) Astropart. Phys. Photo by S. Ono (Ibaraki Univ.)



Summary

We have developed a C++ library, ROBAST, for ray-tracing simulations of CR telescopes
Equipped with most functionalities required for CR telescopes
Verified by comparisons with other programs
Actively used in the Cherenkov Telescope Array for simulations of optical systems and 
light concentrators
New users and CR projects are very welcome!
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